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Abstract

Introduction

Production planning determines the quantities of
products to manufacture in a sequence of time periods in order to optimize a certain criterion while
satisfying constraints such as capacity of resources.
This problem is further complicated by random events
which may be endogenous (e.g. resource failures) or
exogenous (e.g. delayed receipts of raw material and
unexpected changes in demand). The resulting optimization problem is extremely large and complex.
Two distinct approaches to production planning have
been adopted in the literature: (i) the monolithic approach, wherein the entire problem is formulated as
a large mixed-integer/linear programming-type problem, and (ii) the hierarchical appmach, which parti-
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Hierarchical production planning

In this section, we discuss the production planning problem and the proposed hierarchical approach,
which is based on a triple aggregation scheme: (i) part
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tions the global problem into a series of sub-problems
that correspond to different hierarchical levels. These
subproblems are solved sequentially and the solution
at each level imposes constraints on the solution of
the subsequent lower level. While it is impossible to
construct a Hierarchical Production Planning (HPP)
model which will yield the optimal solution for a given
manufacturing system, the major advantages of such
an approach are the reduction of complexity and gradual absorption of random events.
Pioneering work on HPP models has been performed by Hax and Meal [l] and extended by others
(see references in [4]). The issue of resource aggregation is addressed by few of them and aggregation along
time periods is not addressed. We propose a two-level
hierarchy which is based on aggregating part types to
part families, work-centers to manufacturing cells and
time periods to aggregate time periods. The formulation of optimization problems at the aggregate and
detailed levels of the proposed hierarchy are presented
in this paper. The solution at the aggregate level is
imposed as a target in the detailed level planning problems. This architecture uses a rolling horizon strategy
to perform the production planning. We present numerical results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed hierarchical approach. In Mehra et al. [3]
we address the same planning problem, but the problems at the detailed level are formulated for each cell
separately, and a perturbation analysis procedure is
employed.

A hierarchical approach to planning production in
complex manufacturing systems is presented. A single facilitg containing a number of work-centers that
prvduce multiple part types is considered. The planning horizon includes a sequence of time periods, and
the demand for all part types is assumed to be known.
The production planning problem consists of minimizing the holding costs for the work-in-process and finished goods inventory and the backlogging costs for
unfulfilled demand. We present a tuo-level hienrrchy
that is based on aggregating part types to part families,
work-centers to manufacturing cell9 and time periods
to aggregate time periods. The solution of the aygreyate optimization problem is imposed as a turget in
the optimization problems ut the detailed level. This
urrhhitecture uses a rolling horizon strategy to manage
production.
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types are grouped into part families, (ii) work-centers
are grouped into manufacturing cells, and (iii) elementary periods are aggregated into sub-periods.
The two levels in the proposed hierarchical structure are (i) the aggregate (or high) level that plans
production for part families on cells within sub-periods
and (ii) the detailed (or low) level that disaggregates
the high level solution t o determine the production
plan for part types on work-centers during elementary periods. The criterion at the high level is to
minimize inventory costs related t o inter-cell work-inprocess (WIP) and finished part families, and backlogging costs of finished part families. At the low level,
the criterion is to minimize the holding cost of WIP
and finished part types and the backlogging costs of
finished part types. Thus, we introduce a hierarchy
among inventories; priority is given to inter-cell and
end-product inventories. The disaggregation is performed over a short-term horizon, which is shorter
than the planning horizon. Production planning is
usually performed on a rolling horizon basis. That is,
although the high level solution is computed over the
planning horizon, only a part of it over the short-term
horizon is implemented. At the end of the short-term
horizon, the plan is recomputed based on the actual
state of the system. This is done in order to incorporate the future demandslforecasts progressively.
In Section 2.1 we present the monolithic production planning problem formulation. The hierarchical
production planning approach is discussed in Sections
2.2 and 2.3. In Section 2.4 we address the consistency
issues associated with this approach. In Section 3,
numerical results are presented, and conclusions are
presented in section 4.

2.1

longing to the same part family have similar processing
times within each cell. This requirement will result in
homogeneity of flows.
We consider a planning horizon H consisting of 2
sub-periods (aggregate time periods), Each sub-period
is divided into z elementary periods (detailed time periods) of duration T each. Hence, H = {l,...,.Z .
z } . Let h(n) = {(n - 1) . z + 1, ...,n.
z } represent
the short-term planning horizon associated with subperiod K and H A represent the aggregate planning period (1, ...,2). T is assumed to be much larger than
the maximal amount of time needed to perform one
operation. F’urthermore, z . T,which is the duration
of a sub-period, is much larger than the time needed
to complete the set of operations performed on any
part type in any cell. We also assume that: (A3) at
most one operation is performed on a part during one
elementary period, (A4) a part visits at most one cell
during each sub-period, and (A5) a part visits a machine at most once during its visit to a cell.
The production planning problem consists of determining the number of units processed at each operation in a part type’s routing during each elementary
period of the planning horizon in order to minimize
the total holding and backlogging costs. The notation
employed in this problem is as follows: (i) P is the
set of N part types; part-types are represented by j ,
(ii) M is the set of M work-centers; work-centers are
represented by i, (iii) R3 is the manufacturing routing, i.e. the sequence of operations that part type
j must undergo. The total number of operations required for part type j is denoted by n,, (iv) Ij,w is
the holding cost of one unit of part type j for one elementary period after its zo-th operation is completed,
w E Rj,(v) Bj is the backlogging cost of one unit of
finished part type j for one elementary period, (vi)
tl,w is the processing time of the w-th operation of
piwt type j , w E R,,(vii) dJ,,,,(i) is the indicator function; assumes a value of 1 if machine i is required for
the w-th operation of part type j , and 0 otherwise,
w E R,,(viii) d; is the external demand of part type
J at the beginning of the I;-th elementary period, and
which must be satisfied by the end of that period,
k E H,(ix) s;,~ is the raw-material inventory for part
type j at the end of k-th elementary period, k E H ,
(x) Y:,~ is the initial inventory of part type j at the
end of w-th operation (at the beginning of the first elis the inventory of
ementary period), w E Rj , (xi)
part type j at the end of k-th elementary period and at
the end of w-th operation after satisfying the demand;
negative values indicate backlog, w E R3,k E H , (xii)
is the production volume of part type j related to
the Tu-th operation on j , during the I;-th elementary

Monolithic problem formulation

We consider a single manufacturing facility consisting of a number of manufacturing resources or workcenters. A number of part types are manufactured in
the facility. Each part type is produced following a
certain routing (a sequerice of operations). Each operat ion is performed on a particular work-center. The
processing time of each operation is given; set-irp tirries
are ignored in this treatment.
We limit ourselves t o t i two-level hierarchy in order
to simply the proposed hierarchical approach. In this
paper we assume that the temporal aggregation has
been defmed a priori. Furthermore, the aggregation
of part types to part families and machines to cells satisfy the following: (Al) Parts belonging to the same
parir family follow a common sequence of cells during
their manufacture. It is not necessary for the parts
to follow the same machine sequence. (A2) Parts be-
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the R-th sub-period, q E E j ,IC E H A .
The macro-manufacturing processes (macroroutings) are constructed by aggregating work-centers
into cells according to the aggregation rules discussed
earlier. For each part type j E f , the routing Rj is
partitioned into Af sub-routings Rj,each sub-routing
corresponding to the q-th macro-operation o f f . Let
vj" be the last element in the set 72;.
The computation of inventory/backlogging costs
and processing times for families can be obtained from
Eqn. (1) - (3). In fact, these parameters depend on
the production volume of the part type U$,+,. However, since the production volumes are known only
after solving the detailed level problem, we use the
weighted average of the costs with respect to the part
type demands, i.e.,

period, w E Rj, k E H .
The production planning problem can be described
by the optimization problem presented in the Appendix. Although the optimization problem is simple
to formulate, there are several reasons why it cannot
be solved easily or implemented in practice: (i) the LP
IS of a very large dimension for a typical manufacturing system and planning horizon, (ii) detailed information about the demand of part types is not known
for the entire horizon, (iii) the demand is subject to
change due to order cancellations and acceptance of
new orders, which requires recomputation, (iv) this
formulation does not allow random events to be absorbed with a computation effort proportional to the
unpact of the random event, and (v) this formulation
does not allow daerent, criteria to be used at different
levels of hierarchy.
The hierarchical approach to the production planning problem overcoma these problems. In addition,
the hierarchical structure parallels the corporate management hierarchy and thus provides significant assistance to the overall management function. The following paragraphs outline the hierarchical approach.

2.2

/

\

-I

Aggregate level problem
and the value of

The first step in the proposed hierarchical approach
is to solve the aggregate production planning problem
This problem concerns the production of part families
on manufacturing cells during sub-periods of the planning horizon ( H ) . Notation related to the aggregate
part families,
level is as follows: (i) F is the set of
note that fl I:N ; a part family is represented by thc
wt f , (ii) C is the set of A? manufacturing cells; notr
that M 5 M ; manufacturing cell is represented by
the set v , (iii) Rt is the macro-manufacturing process,
i.e. the sequence of macco-operations a part family j
must undergo. The total number of macco-operations
is
for a part family f are represented by f i f , (iv)
the inventory cost of one part unit in the representative part family f Efter the q-th macro-operation of
is completed, q E Rj,(v) Bf is the backlogging cost
of one part unit in the represenkative part family f at
the final production stage, q E R j , (vi) T : , ~is thth processing time related to the q-th macro-operation of onc
unit of part type in the represeztative part faniily j
during the R-th sub-period, q E Rj,R E H A , (vii) D?
is the demand of part types in part family f at tht*
beginning of the n-th sub-period and is given from

is computed as follows:

T ; ~

The symbol I . I represents cardinality. The aggregate level problem can be formally stated as a linear program similar to the monolithic problem. The
problem consists of determining the production .iifi,q
over the entire planning horizon for all families at
each macro-operation. The production parameters at
this level (inventory/backlogging cost, and processing
time) correspond to macro-operations of families over
sub-periods. The inventory at the end of each macrooperation is estimated at the end of each sub-period
for all part families f E F. The capacity constraints
of the aggregate level problem are for each cell in each
sub-period of the planning horizon. The aggregate
level problem is presented in [2].

m

2.3

Detailed level problems

The detailed level of the hierarchical approach consists of determining the production plan for part types
on work-centers during elementary periods of the first
sub-period. Recall that we disaggregate only the first
sub-period in our rolling horizon approach in order to
determine the production volumes U:+, which respect
to the aggregate high level solution iifi,q (with R = 1).

(viii) iiy,q is the production volume of parts in part
family f related to the q-th macro-operation during
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The criterion is to minimize the inventory holding and
backlogging costs over the first sub-period.
The disaggregation of the aggregate production volumes a;,, to detailed production volumes t ~ ! consist
, ~
of two steps, the part family disaggregation (PFD)
step and the temporal and spatial disaggregation
(TSD) step. These two steps are as follows.

Part Family Disaggregation
At the PFD step, we solve a set of linear programming problems to determine the vcue of the real variables Pzq E [0,1];
V j E f E F,q E Rj ,h: E H A . These
fractions Pzq distribute the production volume of each
part family in each macrooperatioxi and sub-period
among the part types belonging to that part family.
In order to calculate the best distribution of the part
family, the disaggregation is done over the entire time
horizon HA. The variables
satisfy the following
equations:

Xp;,

= 1; Vf E F,rc E H A , * E

iij.

Temporal a n d Spatial Disaggregation
The second step (TSD step) of the disaggregation
determines the production of each part type on each
operation during each elementary period of the first
sub-period ( K = 1). The production plan at the disaggregation step satisfies the targeted plan obtained
from the aggregate level. The production volume of
a part family is distributed among the part types according to fractions PEq.
The problem can be formulated as a linear program
similar to the monolithic problem:

{

(Problem T S D ( K ) )
minimize
k E h ( r )j e P

n,-I
13.w(5~~~1)=+

w=l

k
(u;.w

- u;,w+I))

a = ( r - 1)t + I

subject to :

(4)

constraints (11) - (13);
constraints (11) - (14);

j€f

p

The values of the elements of (the vector of variables p? ) are obtained from the h e a r programs presented 6;low. The linear program for each part family
is solved independently. Each Pzq is the ratio of expected production in sub-period K of a part type j to
the aggregate production volume
obtained from
the aggregate optimization problem, i.e.
For each part family f , where f E F,the disaggregation problem at step 1 can be formally stated by
the following linear program:
(Problem P F D ( f ) )

C hJ.,,,(i). u : , ~. t,,”

+p.n,

1

Vj E P
Vk E h ( ~ )

5 T ;V i E M , k E h(n)

(8)

j € P wER,

2 0; ~j E P , W E ~ , , Ek h ( ~ ) .
(9)
Constraint (7) defines the production of part type
J on the last operation of sub-routing Rq during the
elementary periods of the rc-th sub-period. This value
is determined from the solution of the aggregate level
problem and the part family disaggregation problem.
2.4

Consistency

Consistency between different levels is ensured in
hierarchical approach by the top-down constraints. In
hierarchical decisions systems, the term consistency
implies that the solution obtained by solving the aggregate optimization problem will yield a feasible solution to the detailed problem. Inconsistencies due to
the inappropriate estimation of aggregation parameters may lead to infeasible disaggregation. The consistency for the hierarchical approach presented in this
paper is guaranteed in Theorem 1 (proved in [2]).
Theorem 1
There exists at least one fcasible solution to problem 7 S P ( t c ) VK E H A , if there exist a feasible solution to the aggregate optimization problem with 7;qq
defined as in (3).

subject t o :

constraint (4) and
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3

Numerical Results

ing the hierarchical approach increases as problem size
increases. For the sample problems with more than
6 part families, the algorithm for the monolithic approach was terminated due to computer memory constraints. Hence, we have not provided comparison for
those sample problems in Table 2. Note that the CPU
time needed to solve the problems in set 6 following
the monolithic approach was found to be greater than
24 hours.

In this section, we compare the monolithic approach t o the hierarchical approach. The parameters
compared are the CPU times required and the objective function value obtained. The values of the problem parameters selected (with respect to the probleni
size parameter z) for 8 problem sets are presented iri
Table 1. The second column of Table 1 shows that
the relative ratio of these parameters for each problem instance was the same. For all of the probleni
sets: (i) the maximum number of operations (macrooperations) on any part type (family) is assumed to be
the total number of machines (cells) for that problem
instance, (ii) the number of elementary periods in il
sub-period is 4, (iii) the number of machines in a cell
is 2, (iv) the number of part types in a part familj
is 4, and (v) the routing, the holding and backlogging costs, and the processing times of each part typr
belonging t o a part family are identical.

Table 2
Results
Problem
Set (z)
1

2
3

4
5
6

Table 1
Parameters for Problem Sets

Parameter
Number of Families
Number of Part types
Number of Cells
Number of Machines
Number of Sub-periods in H
Number of Elementasv Periods in H
z = problem size parameter
z = 1,2,...,8 for 8 problem sets

M e a n Value of Mean Value of
100
$+ * 100
94 %
24 %
88 %
1.92 %
86 %
.21 %
81 %
.02 %
78 %
< 0.01%
76 %
< 0.01%

g.

Additional experiments (not reported here) show
that the performance of the hierarchical approach depends upon numerous other parameters, including (i)
the “similarity” in the holding/backlogging costs, processing times and the routing of part types that belong to the same part family, (ii) the length of the
planning horizon, (iii)the number of elementary periods in a sub-period, (iv) the number of part types
in a part family, (v) the number of work-centers in a
cell, and (vi) the capacity utilization. A more comprehensive numerical test is planned to demonstrate this
sensitivity. The performarice is also affected by the
estimation of the part family processing times. One
could attack this problem by utilizing an iterative algorithm in which the aggregate processing times are
recomputed in order to derive better approximations.

value
X

42
X

22

4x
1Gz

Overall, 40 sample problems were generated, 5 for
each problem set. The production planning problems were solved by both the hierarchical and thv
monolithic approaches. The numerical results werv
obtained by solving the problems on a SUN/SPARC’
station. The algorithms were coded in C and the lin
e x programs were solved using XMP. The planning
problems were solved on a rolling horizon basis.
Let Ch and C,, be the objective function talue:,
obtained from the hierarchical and monolithic approaches, respectively. Let the CPU times needcd b>
the progr;tm in the hierarchical and monolithic ap.
proaches be Th and T,, respectively. The relative val
ues of these numbers are presented in Table 2. Thf.
results show that the hierarchical approach is compu
tationally faster than the monolithic approach ever1
for smaller problems. For larger problems, the hier
archical approach requires very small computational
effort compared to the monolithir approach. How
ever, the sub-optimality of the planning problern us-

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a general hierarchical approach for solving production planning problems. This approach can be easily extended for other
sets of criteria or constraints. Aggregation of part
types, machines, and time-periods is considered. A
two-level hierarchy is used. At the aggregate level, the
production planning of part families on manufacturing
cells over aggregate time periods is performed. At the
detailed level, the production planning of part types
on work-centers over the elementary time periods of
the first aggregatc: time period is performed. A rolling
horizon strategy is utilized. The results show that for
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large planning problems, the hierarchical approach requires significantly less computational effort than the
monolithic approach. However, the sub-optimality of
the solution obtained by the hierarchical approach increases as the problem size increases.
The proposed hierarchical scheme permits the computation of aggregate as well as detailed production
plans when detailed demand/forecast information is
not known (or not considered necessary) at high management levels with long planning horizons. It also
allows absorption of random events without frequent
recomputation. For faster computations parallel algorithms could be employed. This approach can be
particularly useful when different criteria exist a t different levels of the hierarchy. A useful extension would
be to consider multiple routings for part types inside
each cell and to include setup costs.

LP is the best solution that the hierarchical model
presented in this paper can reach. The optimal criterion value of the LP presented below will be utilized
to evaluate the effectiveness (sub-optimality) of the
hierarchical scheme.
The problem is solved for the optimum production plan (variables U!,,,) and the optimum backlogging/holding costs (variables Pinj). The production
planning problem can be formally stated as follows:

/
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Appendix
In this appendix, we present the monolithic linear
programming problem. The optimal solution of this
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